The traditional framework for back-end 
Introduction
In order to exploit higher level of instruction proposed in previous work. Examples include trace [1] , superblock [2] , hyperblock [3] , and region proposed by Hank et al [4] [5].
To construct a flexible and general region-based compilation framework suited for different optimization phases, there are at least the following four aspects of a region should be considered.
a. Region size:
The size of a region needs to be sufficiently large to obtain enough performance opportunities but not too large to consume substantial compilation resources.
b. Region shape:
The shape of a region also has a significant impact on the effectiveness of many optimizations. For example, a linear region provides no opportunity for if-conversion.
c. Side entries to regions and tail duplication:
Many optimizations prefer to operate on single-entry-multiple-exit (SEME) regions, where side entries can be eliminated through tail duplication [2] [3]. However, excessive code duplication greatly increases the code size, which may have an adverse effect on the efficiency of I-cache and hence program performance.
Therefore, the amount of tail duplication must be controlled in order to avoid excessive code expansion. If users choose to, the regions can also be constructed once and used throughout the rest phases with incremental updates.
We show that this framework is effective in Compared with the performance without region formation, the performance with region formation is improved by about 15.6% for eon and 7.8% for crafty with an average of 3.6% at the peak mode. It demonstrates that this infrastructure provides a flexible control on forming regions to meet the needs of different optimization phases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the structures of regions are described in detail. The definitions of different region types and attributes are given. Section 3 discusses the region formation algorithms used to form different kinds of regions. Section 4 shows our experimental results.
Section 5 discusses the related work. In Section 6, we summarize this paper and point out future work.
Definitions and Structure of Regions
Under our proposed region framework, the size, shape, duplication ratio and the characteristics of regions can be controlled, and users are able to partition the programs into compilation units with desired size and properties for different analysis and optimizations.
Structure of the Regional Control Flow Graph
Regions The node R1 represents a nested region, which is formed for the loop of nodes {2,3}.
Structure of Regions
Relations among regions are organized hierarchically as a tree structure. This tree is called region tree. Root of the region tree is the outermost region, which corresponds to a whole function. Leaf nodes in the region tree represent the innermost regions. The nesting relationship between regions is represented as a parent-child relationship in the region tree. Here we also call a nested region a kid region. For example, region R1 in Figure 1(b) is a nested region of R2, i.e. a kid region of R2. The corresponding region tree is shown in Figure 2 . R1 is R2's kid region, and R2 is R1's parent region.
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Figure 2 Region tree structure
Types of Region
In our framework, regions are classified into four types:
Loop Region
Improper Region
Single-Entry-Single-Exit Region (SEME
Region)
Multiple-Entry-Multiple-Exit Region (MEME Region)
The four types of regions are described in detail below. For any region other than an improper region, its regional CFG is guaranteed to contain no cycles. SEME Region SEME region is a region with single entry and multiple exits with possible control flow transfer within the region. MEME Region MEME region has multiple entries and multiple exits also with possible control flow transfer within the region.
Loop Region
Unlike loop and improper regions, SEME and MEME regions are not formed due to any structure constraints, and instead they are formed usually by considering the following factors. 
Exit Probability
An SEME or MEME region can have multiple exits. The exit node with the max completion probability is the main exit node.
The completion probability of an exit is defined as the possibility of the control flow going through this exit node while leaving the region. The completion probability of the main exit node is the main exit probability. Main exit probability is of importance to some optimizations and the shape of regions. For example, in the thread speculation in multi-threading parallelism, the benefit is largely affected by the main exit probability.
Duplication ratio
The amount of duplicated codes e.g. from tail duplication, can be controlled by a duplication ratio in the process of forming SEME or MEME regions. Code duplication may increase optimization opportunities, but excessive code replication can have adverse effect, e.g. reducing the efficiency of I-cache.
The trade-off can be controlled by this duplication ratio.
Region Size
If a region is too large, the compilation time and space may become unacceptable. On the contrary, a small region may present too few optimization opportunities and reduce the optimization efficiency. The parameter of region size can be set as an upper bound while forming regions.
Attributes of Regions
Region attributes are proposed in order to keep the specific properties of regions consistent across different analysis and optimization phases. We currently have four kinds of attributes.
Persistent Boundary
Regions with this attribute must keep The next step is to decompose large regions into smaller SEME or MEME regions. Any region has a size greater than the max region size limitation will be decomposed into smaller regions to satisfy the constraint.
Formation of Intervals
Here the intervals include loops and irreducible strongly connected components. Loops are boundaries for many ILP optimizations and are identified first from the root region's regional CFG.
Next, irreducible sub-graphs are detected and formed as improper regions.
The whole function is formed as a root region, and the global CFG is initially mapped to the root region's regional CFG. Cycles and back edges are computed using the algorithm described in [9] . A back edge is an edge with its source node dominated by its target node.
The regional CFG of the root region is traversed in a reverse preorder sequence to shrink loops from innermost to outermost. When the target node of a back edge is visited through a cycle, the back edge is identified and the respective loop scope is formed a loop region. All nodes in kid region shrink to one region node in parent region's regional CFG and control flow edges from these nodes are connected to the region node. The newly formed kid region is connected to the region tree.
Since each natural loop has reduced to a single region node in the regional CFG of their parent region, the strongly connected components (SCCs) left in the regional CFG must be due to irreducible control flow sub-graph. They are formed as improper regions.
Algorithm to Form MEME Regions
In our framework, because most optimization phases in backend are implemented based on SEME regions, MEME region formation is only an intermediate process of SEME region formation. But users could choose to form MEME regions only without SEME region formation for their needs. Our algorithm is detailed in Figure 3 .
Like Hank's MEME region formation algorithm [4] [5], the most frequently executed node is selected as a seed. Next, a path from the most frequent successor satisfying the following equation is extended from the seed. This process continues until the successor path can no longer be extended. In order to make the formed MEME regions more suitable for forming SEME regions with reasonable scope when exit probability and tail duplication ratio is required, we do two improvements on Hank's MEME region formation heuristics.
The first is that, though a similar selection of the seed path, a control on the length of seed paths is added, i.e., the seed path's length could not exceed size/a, where size is the max region size limitation and a is a threshold value greater than 1 selected by the compiler. It gives the seed path some chance to grow wider in order to avoid the shape of a thin trace.
As mentioned before, in our framework, the MEME region formation is a base for the SEME region formation to be described later. If the chosen MEME region has many side entries and we cannot afford a large code duplication ratio, the formed SEME regions may have a small size. Regions of 
Figure 3 Algorithm of forming MEME regions
Algorithm to Form SEME regions
Instead of the more general MEME regions, many optimizations work effectively under SEME regions by retaining most optimization opportunities and without overly complex algorithms. Therefore, SEME region formation is of great importance. This paper proposed a new algorithm to form SEME regions by taking into account the code duplication ratio, exit probability, and max region size as outlined in Section 2.3. Our algorithm of selecting SEME regions is detailed in Figure 4 .
Because exit probability and tail duplication ratio requirements, this SEME region formation algorithm is more complex. Algorithm begins from procedure Find_SEME_Region. First an MEME region is selected by calling procedure Find_MEME_Nodes with the algorithm described in Figure 3 . For each node in the MEME region, we compute the scope if it is a main exit node by calling
Compute_Scope_Base_On_Main_Exit.
Then, for each scope in MEME region, compute the main exit probability and compare it with the main exit probability requirement. For every scope which could satisfy the exit probability, compute the duplication ratio if tail duplication is allowed. If the code expansion exceeds the limit of duplication ratio, some dangling nodes are cut from the scope to reduce code expansion. This process will continue until the tail duplication ratio requirement is satisfied. Finally, a scope with max size is selected as the base to be tail duplicated. Then tail duplication is done to the scope and an SEME region is formed.
Discussions
In our framework, all regions are optimized one In our framework, we proposed a novel type of SEME regions controlled by tail duplication ratio and exit probability. SEME regions with single entries simplify the algorithm of many optimization phases, therefore reducing the development efforts and usually compilation time as well. With the flexible algorithm, users can set the parameters of tail duplication ratio and exit probability to adjust the shape of formed SEME regions to maximize the effectiveness of various optimizations. The instruction scheduler in ORC is extended based on the work proposed by D. Bernstein et al [13] to perform on SEME regions and performs partial-ready code motion [14] . The scheduler also makes use of predicate analysis to effectively schedule predicated code. So, forming regions with suitable sizes and shapes for this scheduler is very important. When region formation is turned off in the subsequent experiments, the scopes for the optimization phases are loops or functions as in a traditional compilation framework.
Results and Evaluation
The hardware platform for experiments is an Region scheduling [7] uses an extended program dependence graph to partition programs into regions that have the same control conditions. In the extended program graph in [7] , regions are organized in a hierarchical structure. Register allocation based on regions was also attempted in [4] [8].
Comparison with Hank's Work
Hank used the notion of regions in various optimization phases to balance between performance opportunities and compilation resources [4] [5]. Some optimizations based on regions were discussed, and an MEME region formation algorithm was presented.
In their work, two aspects were compared between region-based compilation and function-based compilation: compilation time and code quality. In contrast, our region structure is different from Hank's and our work also provides additional contributions as follow.
I. In our framework, an SEME region formation algorithm with exit probability and tail duplication ratio control is proposed. This is totally different from the regions formed in Hank's framework, which concentrates on MEME region formation. SEME regions are the more effective scope for many optimizations.
II.
We partition the whole program into regions, where every basic block is contained in a region.
Hank's algorithm chooses only some basic blocks with high execution frequency to form regions. Furthermore, Hank's region structure is a flat one, without nested regions except for loops. In our framework, a region could nest in another region, and all regions are organized hierarchically.
III. In our framework, four region attributes are proposed. These attributes are checked and maintained across various optimization phases, and they carry important optimization-guiding information on a per-region basis.
IV. In our work, the performance from real Although this infrastructure forms effective regions, the data dependence relationships across regions are not currently captured, which is useful to perform analysis across region boundary. We would like to form regions with a more sophisticated analysis of CFG and data dependence graph. In the meantime, more work need to be done to keep region attributes intact when processing across phases. We are also using this region-based infrastructure to build a compiler for multi-threaded architectures.
